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2Dermatological

PKC isoforms t, α, and β play fundamental roles in the activation of T cells and other immune cell functions.
Here we show that the PKC inhibitor AEB071 both abolishes the production of several cytokines by activated human T cells, keratinocytes, and macrophages in vitro and inhibits an acute allergic contact dermatitis
response in rats. To translate these findings into humans, single and multiple ascending oral doses of AEB071
were administered to healthy volunteers and patients with psoriasis, respectively. AEB071 was well tolerated
with no clinically relevant laboratory abnormalities. Ex vivo stimulation of lymphocytes from subjects exposed
to single doses of AEB071 resulted in a dose-dependent inhibition of both lymphocyte proliferation and IL2
mRNA expression. Clinical severity of psoriasis was reduced up to 69% compared with baseline after 2 weeks of
treatment, as measured by the Psoriasis Area Severity Index (PASI) score. The improvement in psoriasis patients
was accompanied by histological improvement of skin lesions and may be partially explained by a substantial
reduction of p40+ dermal cells, which are known to mediate psoriasis. These data suggest that AEB071 could be
an effective novel treatment regimen for psoriasis and other autoimmune diseases, and that AEB071 warrants
long-term studies to establish safety and efficacy.
Introduction
PKC isoforms have been shown to play key roles in cellular signaling, proliferation, differentiation, migration, survival, and death.
In resting cells, PKCs are predominantly localized in the cytosol
and are catalytically inactive due to autoinhibition by their pseudosubstrate domain. Upon cell activation, PKC isotype–specific
signals trigger translocation from the cytosol to the membrane and
induce conformational changes, which displace the pseudosubstrate moiety from the catalytic domain and enable PKC isotypes
to phosphorylate specific protein substrates (1). Most isoforms
are ubiquitously expressed, except PKCγ and PKCθ. While PKCγ is
exclusively found in the brain, high protein levels of PKCθ are seen
predominantly in hematopoietic cells and skeletal muscle. PKCα
and PKCθ as well as PKCβ and PKCδ are functionally important for
T and B cell signaling, respectively (2–4). PKCθ plays an essential
role in T cell activation because it is the only isoform that is selectively translocated to the T cell/antigen-presenting cell contact site
immediately after cell-cell interaction (5). Furthermore, PKCθ is
crucial for IL-2 production, a prerequisite for the proliferation of T
cells (6). PKCθ-deficient mice are defective in NF-κB activation (7)
and are resistant to experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis,
probably due to impaired production of IFN-γ and IL-17 (8). PKCα
in T cells is required for proliferation and IFN-γ production (9). B
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cells require PKCβ for proper antigen receptor function and PKCδ
for the induction of tolerance (4). Thus, PKC isoforms in T and B
cells are considered attractive therapeutic targets for autoimmune
diseases and transplantation (10).
AEB071 is to our knowledge a novel PKC inhibitor that has
strong and specific activity on PKCθ, PKCα, and PKCβ and lesser activity on PKCδ, PKCε, and PKCη, suggesting that AEB071
would inhibit not only T cells, but also a variety of other cells.
It is selective for more than 200 other kinases, including those
important for early T cell activation, such as lck and ZAP-70. A
clinical proof of concept strategy addressing this complex inhibitory profile was needed to demonstrate safety and efficacy in
humans. In particular, patients with a disease driven mostly by
T cells and in part by resident cells were thought to benefit most
from such an approach. This is the case in psoriasis, a chronic,
currently incurable autoimmune skin disease defined by clinical presentation of red, heavily scaled skin plaques containing
dense infiltrates of T cells, macrophages, and dendritic cells as
well as hyperproliferation and incomplete differentiation of epidermal keratinocytes (11). While there is strong evidence that
skin-infiltrating T cells play a crucial role in driving the psoriatic
process (11–13), more recent data generated in preclinical models reemphasize that skin-resident cells, such as keratinocytes,
expressing the PKC isoforms α, δ, ε, η, and ζ (14) may contribute
to the pathogenesis (15, 16). Here we report results of a translational medicine effort to demonstrate clinical proof of concept
in humans. We show that orally administered AEB071 inhibited
activation of peripheral blood T cells from AEB071-exposed
human volunteers in a dose-dependent manner and that clinical
signs and symptoms of psoriasis significantly improved during
the course of a 2-week clinical study.
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Figure 1
AEB071 inhibits T cell proliferation,
cytokine production in vitro, and acute
contact dermatitis in vivo. (A) Proliferation of T cells induced by stimulation of
PBMCs with soluble anti-CD3 and antiCD28 mAbs. Results from 1 of 4 experiments are shown. IC50, 108 nM. IL-17 production under the same conditions, IC 50
84 nM (1 of 2 experiments). (B) Inhibition
of IL-23 (IC50, 16 nM) and TNF-α (IC50,
74 nM) production by zymosan-activated
human macrophages. Data are from 1 of
2 experiments. (C) Inhibition of IL-8 (IC50,
2.8 nM) and TNF-α (IC50, 1.4 nM) production in PMA-activated normal human keratinocytes. (D) Inhibition of rat allergic contact dermatitis by oral dosing with 10 mg
(P = 0.055 versus vehicle control) and
30 mg (P = 0.002 versus vehicle control) of
AEB071 as assessed by flank skin thickening in groups of 5 animals each. Data
are mean ± SD.

Results
AEB071 is a potent inhibitor of classical and novel PKC isotypes. It
does not inhibit other kinases involved in cell signaling, including
fyn, lck, ZAP-70, and JAK3 (J. Wagner, unpublished observations). KI
values are in the picomolar range for the PKC isotypes α (0.95 nM),
β (0.64 nM), and θ (0.22 nM). AEB071 also inhibits the PKC
isoforms δ, ε, and η, with KI values between 1.8 and 3.2 nM. In vitro,
AEB071 showed a strong effect on T cell proliferation (Figure 1A)
and cytokine production by anti-CD3/anti-CD28-activated T cells.
IL-17 (Figure 1A), IFN-γ, IL-2, and TNF-α were inhibited with IC50
values below 100 nM (data not shown). Human blood monocytederived macrophages were responsive to AEB071 and were inhibited to produce IL-23 (IC50, 16 nM) and TNF-α (IC50, 74 nM) (Figure 1B). Very similar results were observed with monocyte-derived
dendritic cells (data not shown). Also, IL-8 and TNF-α production
by activated human keratinocytes was inhibited with IC50 values of
about 1 nM (Figure 1C). In addition, orally administered AEB071
dose dependently and significantly inhibited an acute allergic contact dermatitis reaction in rats (Figure 1D). Thus, AEB071 shows
a pharmacological profile in vitro and in vivo consistent with its
ability to inhibit various PKC isoforms in cells potentially involved
in human skin inflammatory disorders.
AEB071 administered to human volunteers as a single dose up
to 500 mg is well tolerated and inhibits ex vivo PKC-dependent
proliferation and IL-2 production by activated T cells
To investigate general safety and tolerability, a total of 48 healthy volunteers were recruited. Six subjects per cohort were treated with ascending single oral doses of AEB071 (10, 25, 50, 100, 200, and 500 mg),
and 12 subjects were administered placebo. Overall, AEB071 was well
tolerated with a total of 12 dose-independent adverse events (AEs)
reported, none of which was serious. These included headache, night
sweats, dyspepsia, nausea, and dizziness in the active dose groups.
One adverse event (diarrhea) was reported for a placebo-treated
subject. A reversible increase in the mean ventricular heart rate was
observed at a dose level of 500 mg AEB071 compared with placebo. The increase in heart rate (7% to 23%, ECG data) was transient
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and lasted from 3 to 12 hours after dose administration, peaking at
6 hours after administration. However, mean heart rates were still
within the upper limit of the normal range and therefore were not
considered as abnormal tachycardia. Peripheral blood was sampled
at intervals in order to investigate PKC-dependent T cell functions ex
vivo. As shown in Figure 2A, there was a dose-dependent inhibition
of T cell proliferation induced by the mitogen PHA peaking between
1 and 3 hours after oral dosing and returning to baseline levels
12 hours after dose. Similarly, levels of IL2 mRNA induced by the
PKC activator PMA and costimulated by anti-CD28 were reduced
maximally at 3 hours after dose (Figure 2B). These pharmacodynamic activities correlated with AEB071 drug levels in peripheral blood.
As shown in Table 1, the maximum blood levels of AEB071 were
on average 1.1, 2, and 4 μM at oral doses of 100, 200, and 500 mg,
respectively, and occurred between 1 and 5 hours after dose. The
elimination half-life was about 6 hours. The exposure, AUC, and
maximum plasma concentration (Cmax) increased in an approximate dose-related manner over the dose ranges tested. The IC50
levels were calculated to be 0.87 μM for T cell proliferation and
0.97 μM for IL2 mRNA inhibition. These concentrations were
achieved at Cmax following a single dose of 100 mg AEB071 (Table 1).
It is of note that at the same exposure (~1 μM), proliferation of
T cells in vitro was completely inhibited (Figure 1A), most probably due to the high serum protein binding property (>95%) of
AEB071, which resulted in lower bioactivity in vivo as compared
with in vitro conditions. Together, these data demonstrate that
oral administration of AEB071 was well tolerated and resulted
in blood concentrations high enough to produce a dose-dependent pharmacodynamic effect on PKC-dependent T cell function.
Therefore, it was hypothesized that AEB071 might be effective in a
disease associated with T cell activation such as psoriasis.
AEB071 improves psoriasis at well-tolerated doses within a 2-week
treatment period
A total of 32 patients with moderate to severe plaque psoriasis were
enrolled in 4 cohorts of 8 patients each. Median (range) age of all
patients was 41 yr (20–65 yr), weight was 82.75 kg (60–103 kg),
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days 10 and 12. The ALT
levels started to decline
before the end of the treatment phase (day 14) and
returned to baseline levels
by the first follow-up visit
(day 21). A second patient
experienced a similar
elevation of ALT on day 6
in the 300 mg bid cohort,
which returned to baseline
despite further treatment.
Renal function as assessed
by
serum creatinine values
Figure 2
Ex vivo analysis of peripheral blood from healthy volunteers exposed to AEB071. (A) Peripheral blood was taken and creatinine clearance
from subjects exposed to single doses of 100, 200, or 500 mg AEB071 or placebo and stimulated with phytohe- was found to be normal
magglutinin. Proliferation was measured by [3H]-thymidine incorporation. Data show the geometric mean of 6 during the entire study
subjects per cohort in cpm. Time point 0 reflects the blood sample taken before dosing. To establish the variation for all patients. Pulse rate,
at baseline, blood samples were taken at time points –24, –23, –20, and –18 hours on the day before dosing. (B) blood pressure, and QT
Peripheral blood was taken similarly as described in A and stimulated with PMA and anti-CD28 antibodies. IL2
interval data remained
mRNA levels were measured by quantitative RT-PCR. Data show the geometric mean of 6 subjects per cohort
stable and within the noras the percent IL2 mRNA reduction compared with baseline.
mal range throughout the
trial period.
and BMI was 27.15 kg/m2 (19.5–34.7 kg/m2). Six patients were dosed
Clinical and histological improvement in psoriasis. Clinical severity of
with 25, 100, 200, or 300 mg AEB071 twice daily (bid), resulting in a psoriasis was assessed by PASI scoring (17) on a weekly basis for 4
total dose of 50, 200, 400, and 600 mg AEB071 per day for 2 weeks weeks. A dose-dependent improvement of psoriasis was observed
in a dose-escalating fashion. Median (range) Psoriasis Area Severity during the 2-week treatment period (Figure 3). The mean reducIndex (PASI; ref. 17) scores at baseline were 11.3 (4.5–19.6), 13.05 tion of PASI scores over baseline was 69% for the 300 mg bid cohort
(5.8–22.8), 10.55 (4.2–16.5), and 14.9 (9.3–19.5), respectively. In each (placebo, 5.3%) with 4 of 6 patients having achieved a PASI75
cohort, 2 patients received placebo in a double-blind, randomized (equivalent to a 75% or more improvement in PASI over baseline).
manner, and median PASI score for the placebo cohort at baseline This mean reduction was significantly different from the reducwas 11.65 (range, 3.6–19). After completion of day 8 dosing of each tion in placebo controls (95% CI for the mean difference versus
cohort, a review of the safety and tolerability findings was performed placebo, [42%, 85%]; Table 2). The mean reduction in the 300 mg
prior to the decision to allow the next higher dose cohort to com- bid group had already achieved significance versus placebo after
mence. Patients were followed up for 2 consecutive weeks following 1 week (95% CI for the mean difference versus placebo, [5%, 48%]).
cessation of treatment with either AEB071 or placebo.
Figure 4 shows a psoriatic plaque at baseline and after 2 weeks of
Safety and tolerability. Similar to the single-dose healthy volunteer therapy with AEB071 300 mg bid. During the 2-week follow-up
study, multiple-dose treatment for 2 weeks with AEB071 was well period in which no active psoriasis treatment was allowed, most
tolerated with no serious adverse events. The incidence of AEs in patients demonstrated a relapse of their disease and almost reached
the active treatment groups was 45.8%, compared with 37.5% in baseline PASI levels. Only patients in the 300 mg bid cohort still
the placebo group. The observed AEs were mild in intensity, and showed improvement over baseline. There were no rebound events,
none resulted in any patient discontinuing from the study. Nausea i.e., rapid worsening of the disease as compared with baseline.
A cutaneous infiltrate of T cells accompanied by proliferation
(in 300 mg bid cohort) was the only AE in the active groups that
affected 2 of the 6 subjects. There was no AE that showed a dose and incomplete differentiation of keratinocytes are hallmarks
response. Clinical laboratory values were unaltered in the major- of psoriasis histopathology. Immunohistological evidence of
ity of patients, with no evidence of clinically significant changes improvement was observed with 100 and 200 mg bid doses (data
compared with baseline in any of the treatment groups. A nonsig- not shown), but significant changes were seen only in the 300 mg
nificant increase of alanine aminotransferase (ALT; twice the nor- bid cohort (Figure 5). Figure 5A summarizes the findings for dermal upper limit) occurred in 1 patient in the 200 mg bid group at mal CD3+ T cells in a 2-week biopsy indicating a marked reducTable 1
Pharmacokinetic data in blood of healthy subjects exposed to a single dose of AEB071
AEB071 dose

Cmax (ng/ml)

Cmax (μM)

Tmax (h)

AUCall (ng/ml × h)

t1/2 (h)

100 mg
200 mg
500 mg

484 ± 162
878 ± 223
1,765 ± 455

1.1 ± 0.3
2 ± 0.5
4±1

1.7 ± 0.8
2.4 ± 1.4
4.3 ± 0.8

2,566 ± 597
6,430 ± 1,828
14,537 ± 3,474

6.2 ± 0.9
6.1 ± 1.0
6.4 ± 1.4

Blood pharmacokinetic parameters are expressed as mean ± SD of cohorts of 6 subjects each. AUCall, AUC for all measured time points (up to 96 hours
after dose); Molecular weight for AEB071 is 438.5 g/mol; Tmax, time to Cmax.
The Journal of Clinical Investigation
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Figure 3
Clinical improvement of psoriasis as assessed by PASI scoring. Six
subjects per cohort of 25, 100, 200, and 300 mg bid AEB071 and 8
subjects in the placebo group were treated for 2 weeks and followed up
for another 2 weeks in the absence of any relevant psoriatic treatment.
Data show mean ± SEM as percent PASI reduction compared with
baseline. A detailed statistical analysis is given in Table 2.

tion of T cells following treatment. The number of proliferating
keratinocytes (Ki-67+) was significantly reduced after 2 weeks of
treatment (Figure 5B). Consequently, epidermal thickness (Figure
5C) and expression of the differentiation antigen K16 (data not
shown) returned to normal after treatment. Although statistically
not significant, CD207+ epidermal Langerhans cells repopulated
the epidermis as a sign of disease improvement (18) (Figure 5C). A
nonsignificant reduction of dermal CD14+ monocytes and CD15+

neutrophils was observed (data not shown). IL-12/IL-23p40+ but
not IL-1β+ cells were found to be significantly reduced after 1 week
of treatment as compared with baseline (Figure 5D). These results
demonstrate that 2 weeks of treatment with AEB071 at the highest
administered dose of 300 mg bid was highly effective in normalizing cutaneous histology in psoriasis patients.
Pharmacokinetics. AEB071 was rapidly absorbed, with time to Cmax
(Tmax) of about 2 hours, which was in line with expectations from the
first study in healthy volunteers (Table 3). Exposure with AEB071
was almost dose proportional. The Cmax reached a mean of 4.5 μM
at steady state after 300 mg bid dosing, which was clinically highly
effective and consistent with the pharmacodynamic data from the
single-dose study that showed marked inhibition of T cells at this
dose. The minimum plasma concentration (Cmin) was about 1.5 μM
at 300 mg bid, higher than the IC50 values for inhibition of proliferation and IL2 mRNA expression. Clinical improvement was already
evident at 200 mg bid, corresponding to a Cmin of about 0.7 μM and
a Cmax of about 2.6 μM. Skin penetration of AEB071 was investigated at steady state. As shown in Table 4, the mean skin concentration
of AEB071 ranged between 0.28 and 3.3 μM, dependent upon the
dose given. A similar exposure in skin as compared with blood was
observed in the 300 mg bid group. Steady state was achieved within
1 day, with no accumulation after multiple dosing.
Discussion
In this study the results of introducing a PKC inhibitor (AEB071)
in humans are presented. The pharmacological profile of AEB071
indicates its potential to inhibit a variety of cells involved in the
pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases. Preclinical in vitro profiling
suggested that AEB071 was active on cells mediating psoriasis, a
hypothesis further supported by the demonstration of its activity in
a skin inflammatory animal model. A surrogate biomarker for PKC

Table 2
Results of the statistical analysis of the percentage PASI reduction compared with baseline
Study day
Treatment group
		
		
Days 7 and 8

Day 14

Day 21

Day 28

AEB071, 25 mg
AEB071, 100 mg
AEB071, 200 mg
AEB071, 300 mg
Placebo
AEB071, 25 mg
AEB071, 100 mg
AEB071, 200 mg
AEB071, 300 mg
Placebo
AEB071, 25 mg
AEB071, 100 mg
AEB071, 200 mg
AEB071, 300 mg
Placebo
AEB071, 25 mg
AEB071, 100 mg
AEB071, 200 mg
AEB071, 300 mg
Placebo

% PASI reduction
compared with baseline
Adjusted mean
95% CI
–10.7
7.3
21.8
32.8
6.1
–4.0
18.3
40.0
68.9
5.3
–7.6
10.8
16.2
61.1
11.8
4.3
3.0
3.8
39.9
12.1

Difference (AEB071 – placebo) in % PASI
reduction compared with baseline
P value
Adjusted mean
95% CI

–27.1, 5.7
–9.1, 23.7
5.4, 38.3
16.3, 49.4
–8.1, 20.3
–20.4, 12.4
1.9, 34.6
23.5, 56.4
52.3, 85.4
–8.8, 19.5
–24.0, 8.7
–5.5, 27.2
–1.1, 33.5
44.6, 77.7
–2.4, 25.9
–12.1, 20.6
–13.4, 19.3
–12.7, 20.2
23.4, 56.5
–2.1, 26.2

–16.8
1.2
15.7
26.7
NA
–9.3
12.9
34.6
63.6
NA
–19.4
–0.9
4.5
49.4
NA
–7.8
–9.1
–8.3
27.8
NA

–38.4, 4.8
–20.5, 22.8
–5.9, 37.4
4.9, 48.5
NA
–30.9, 12.3
–8.7, 34.6
13.0, 56.3
41.7, 85.4
NA
–41.0, 2.2
–22.6, 20.7
–17.9, 26.8
27.5, 71.2
NA
–29.4, 13.8
–30.8, 12.5
–30.0, 13.4
6.0, 49.7
NA

0.1257
0.9137
0.1524
0.0172
NA
0.3938
0.2379
0.0021
<0.0001
NA
0.0782
0.9321
0.6920
<0.0001
NA
0.4742
0.4047
0.4474
0.0131
NA

Estimates were obtained from a linear mixed effect model for the % PASI reduction compared with baseline adjusted for the PASI score at baseline, the
treatment group, the study day, and the study day–by–treatment group interaction.
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Figure 4
Improvement of psoriasis during treatment with AEB071 in a representative patient. (A) Typical plaque with scaling, erythema, and induration before treatment (baseline) and (B) after administering AEB071
300 mg bid for 2 weeks.

activity was chosen to show the inhibitory activity of AEB071 on T
cells in a first in man safety and tolerability study which encouraged us to conduct a short-term trial in patients with psoriasis as
a model for autoimmune diseases. This strict scientific approach
resulted in a preliminary risk/benefit assessment along with a first
understanding of the activity of AEB071 at a cellular level.
To the best of our knowledge, AEB071 is currently the only
PKC inhibitor in the exploratory phase of drug development for
autoimmune diseases. There are other PKC inhibitors in early
clinical development for non-autoimmune indications. Based on
the observation that PKC is activated by hyperglycemia and the
preferential activation of PKCβ in the retina, the PKCβ-specific
inhibitor LY333531 (ruboxistaurin) is in development for diabetic
retinopathy (19). Another PKC inhibitor is enzastaurin, which targets not only PKCβ but also other kinases (20). This multi-kinase
inhibitor and other less selective PKC inhibitors are currently in
early phase I trials in oncology (21).
In vitro, AEB071 had a strong effect on T cells, which confirms
the hypothesis that a PKC inhibitor predominantly blocking
PKCα, PKCθ, and PKCβ isoforms expressed in T cells would also
inhibit T cell functions. In particular, IL-17, highly upregulated
in psoriasis skin (22, 23) and functionally a proinflammatory
cytokine for keratinocytes in vitro (24) and in vivo (25), was
potently inhibited by AEB071. The fact that orally administered
AEB071 to rats inhibited an acute T cell–driven contact dermatitis model further confirmed that AEB071 had a strong effect on
T cells. A dose-dependent inhibition of T cell proliferation and
IL2 mRNA production by AEB071 following a PKC-dependent
activation pathway was demonstrated during the first phase I
trial in human healthy volunteers. Although cellular PKC activity
could not be measured in these studies, as specific targets of PKC
isoforms have not yet been identified, IL-2 production and proliferation of T cells serve as surrogate biomarkers for PKC activity.
Since T cells play a critical role in psoriasis (12, 26–31), the effect
of AEB071 in a multiple-dose regimen in psoriasis patients was
studied. Clinically, a dose-dependent improvement of psoriasis
was observed reaching a mean 69% reduction in PASI score after 2
weeks of treatment with 300 mg bid AEB071. In this cohort, 4 of
The Journal of Clinical Investigation

6 patients achieved a PASI75. In similarly small proof of concept
studies, the anti–TNF-α antibody infliximab induced an approximate mean 40% reduction in PASI after 2 weeks (as assessed in 11
patients treated with the highest tested dose of 10 mg/kg) over
baseline (32). Further, an anti–IL-12/IL-23p40 antibody produced
a mean 35%–40% improvement after 2 weeks in a study with 5 psoriasis patients treated with the highest tested dose of 5 mg/kg (33).
Both these new biologic therapies target cytokines fundamentally
important for the pathogenesis of psoriasis (12, 34–36). In contrast, biologic therapies targeting only T cells have a slower and
less robust onset of action as demonstrated by the less than 20%
improvement in psoriasis after 2 weeks when targeting CD2 (29)
or CD80/86 (28). Similar to TNF-α or IL-12/IL-23p40 inhibitors,
AEB071 showed a rapid and robust onset of action, indicating that
it may have additional effects on skin-resident cells. This is supported by immunohistological analyses. After 1 week of treatment,
there was a trend for improvement, and after 2 weeks the skin was
histologically almost normal in those subjects treated with the
highest dose. AEB071 was very potent in reducing the number of
p40+ dermal cells. Interestingly, the reduction of p40+-expressing
cells was evident already after 1 week, thus preceding other histological as well as clinical criteria of treatment responses. Although
this leaves open whether IL-12, IL-23, or both of these p40-sharing
cytokines are inhibited, it suggests that AEB071 may inhibit both
the Th1 as well as the Th17 pathway, both of which are activated
in psoriasis (22, 37). Thus, p40 reduction together with inhibition
of TNF-α production may sufficiently explain the mechanism by
which AEB071 induces a strong clinical response. The fact that
IL-1β production by cells in the dermis and by activated macrophages in vitro was not inhibited (IC50 of 10 μM in 3 experiments)
suggests that IL-1β does not play a major role in psoriasis. However, a formal proof has not been provided yet.
Besides T cells, dendritic cells, and macrophages, keratinocytes
may play a major role in psoriasis pathogenesis. Ligands of the vitamin D or retinoid receptor induce differentiation of epidermal cells
and are effective in the treatment of psoriasis (38, 39). Transgenic
mice overexpressing epidermal VEGF (15) or STAT3 (16) develop
clinical and histological lesions typical of psoriasis. In humans, overexpression of VEGF and phosphorylated STAT3 are features of psoriasis (16, 40). PKC isoforms expressed in keratinocytes may contribute to these changes. STAT3 has been shown to be phosphorylated
at Ser727 residues by PKCε, and PKCε transgenic mice demonstrate
phosphorylation of both Ser727 and Tyr705 residues and therefore
display fully activated STAT3 (41). Keratinocyte-specific overexpression of PKCα in mice results in expression of TNF-α and VEGF and
epidermal neutrophilic inflammation (42, 43), i.e., characteristic
features of psoriasis. This K5-PKCα transgenic mouse requires phorbol-ester activation to induce a strong cutaneous inflammation in
which IL-8 is overexpressed and which can be specifically blocked by
a PKCα inhibitor (44). Consistent with this, we found that phorbolester–induced IL-8 and TNF-α production by keratinocytes were
completely blocked by AEB071, indicating that AEB071 indeed
inhibits PKC activity in activated human keratinocytes.
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Figure 5
Immunohistological analyses show improvement of psoriasis following AEB071 treatment. (A) Representative slides (original magnification,
×100) stained for T cells (CD3+) are shown at baseline (left) and after treatment with 300 mg bid (right). The corresponding plots show the number of dermal T cells at baseline and days 7 and 14 for the placebo (n = 8, left) and the AEB071 300 mg bid cohort (n = 6, right) (paired t test,
P = 0.001, day 14 compared with baseline). (B) Representative slides (original magnification, ×100) stained for proliferating cells (Ki-67+) is
shown at baseline (left) and after 300 mg bid treatment (right). The corresponding plots show the number of Ki-67+ epidermal cells at baseline
and days 7 and 14 for the placebo (n = 8, left) and the 300 mg bid cohort (n = 6, right) (paired t test, P = 0.002, day 14 compared with baseline).
(C) Epidermal thickening (left) in μm (paired t test, P = 0.011, day 14 compared with baseline) and number of CD207+ Langerhans cells in the
epidermis (right) are shown for the 300 mg bid cohort. (D) Immunohistological staining of p40+ and IgG1+ cells at baseline (day 0) and day 14 of
treatment with 300 mg bid AEB071 in a single subject. Plots for dermal p40+ and IL-1β+ cells show individual data for patients treated with 300 mg
bid AEB071 (n = 5). P = 0.0015, day 7 compared with baseline, and P = 0.0002, day 14 compared with baseline, for p40+ cells (paired t test).
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Table 3
Pharmacokinetic data from blood of psoriasis patients exposed to multiple doses of AEB071
Dose of AEB071

Cmax (ng/ml)

Cmax (μM)

Ctrough (ng/ml)

Ctrough (μM)

Tmax (h)

AUC0–8 h (ng/ml × h)

100 mg bid
200 mg bid
300 mg bid

807 ± 560
1,163 ± 536
1,980 ± 909

1.8 ± 1.2
2.6 ± 1.2
4.5 ± 2

243 ± 33
300 ± 66
645 ± 98

0.55 ± 0.07
0.68 ± 0.15
1.47 ± 0.22

2.2 ± 1.0
2.7 ± 1.0
2.2 ± 1.0

4,010 ± 2,832
6,025 ± 2,982
10,312 ± 5,164

Blood pharmacokinetic parameters (at day 14) are expressed as mean ± SD of cohorts of 6 patients each. AUC0–8 h, AUC from 0 to 8 hours after dose;
Ctrough, morning concentration prior to dosing at steady state on days 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14.

T cells may be either activated in lymph nodes and subsequently infiltrate into the skin or be activated by dendritic cells and/or
keratinocytes (45) locally in the skin. It is not known how sensitive
skin-infiltrating T cells are to inhibition by AEB071, compared with
peripheral resting T cells. Data presented here suggest that skin exposure of about 1 μM achieved with 200 mg bid was associated with
clinical efficacy. In contrast, a peak blood exposure of about 1 μM
AEB071, which resulted in a 50% inhibition of T cell proliferation
and IL2 mRNA expression, was achieved with a single dose of 100 mg
AEB071, a dose that was clinically only minimally effective. This
suggests that preactivated skin-infiltrating T cells are less sensitive
to AEB071 compared with resting T cells.
In conclusion, this report describes what is to our knowledge the
first study of a PKC inhibitor in an autoimmune disease. AEB071’s
pharmacological ability to inhibit various PKC isoforms with different potency and to be selective for PKC over other kinases makes
it a potential candidate to treat effectively a number of autoimmune diseases. Given the ubiquitous expression of PKC and the
associated potential safety concerns, the tolerability and absence
of toxic events in the presented trials is encouraging for further
studies to establish long-term safety and clinical efficacy in psoriasis and other autoimmune diseases.
Methods
In vitro experiments
Human PBMCs isolated from buffy coats were incubated with graded concentrations of AEB071 and stimulated for 72 hours with anti-CD3 (clone SPVT3/1, isotype IgG2a, prepared at Novartis Institute for Biomedical Research)
and anti-CD28 (BD Biosciences) at a concentration of 1 μg/ml each. To determine proliferation of cells, a BrdU incorporation assay (Roche) was used. IL-17
production was analyzed after 24 hours of culture by ELISA (R&D Systems).
Primary human keratinocytes isolated from breast tissue after reductive surgery were cultured in Keratinocyte Growth Medium (Clonetics) supplemented
with 10% heat-inactivated FCS (HyClone), 1 mM glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin/100 μg/ml streptomycin (both from Gibco), and 0.06 mM calcium. Cells
were stimulated with 50 ng/ml PMA (Sigma-Aldrich) for 24 hours in the
presence of AEB071, and supernatants were analyzed for IL-8 and TNF-α by
ELISA. Human macrophages were prepared from monocytes that had been
isolated from buffy coats by MACS. Monocytes were incubated with GM-CSF
for a total of 7 days, with a medium change after 3 days. Cells were stimulated
for 24 hours with 1 mg/ml zymosan suspension (Sigma-Aldrich) in the presence of AEB071. Supernatants were analyzed for TNF-α and IL-23 levels by
ELISA. All in vitro experiments were carried out with triplicate samples.

2,4-dinitrofluorobenzene (DNFB; Merck; dissolved in 50% acetone, 10%
DMSO, and 38% olive oil, vol/vol), which was applied in volumes of 20 μl
to the inner surface of both ear lobes and to both shaved inguinal regions
on day 1. On day 12, allergic contact dermatitis was elicited on test sites
(15 mm in diameter) on both shaved flanks with 30 μl DNFB (0.5% in 80%
acetone, 19.5% olive oil, vol/vol). Changes in skin thickness as a measure of
skin inflammation before and 24 hours after the challenge were recorded.
The animals were treated with an oral gavage 1 hour before and 4 hours
after the challenge. Changes in skinfold thickness in compound- and
vehicle-treated animals were compared and the data analyzed by t test. For
practical reasons, the animals were sedated for handling with isofluorane.

First in human single and multiple-dose studies
Study CAEW334A2101 was a single-center randomized, double-blind,
parallel-group, time-lagged, single-oral-dose study in healthy subjects,
using a placebo control and 6 ascending dose levels of AEB071 (10, 25,
50, 100, 200, and 500 mg). The study was conducted in Allschwil, Switzerland, through Swiss Pharma Contract Ltd. after approval of the ethics committees of the Medical University of Basel (Basel, Switzerland)
and the Swiss health authority (Swissmedic, Bern, Switzerland). A total
of 48 subjects entered and completed the study; 36 received the drug and
12 received the placebo. Adverse events were recorded throughout the
study. Holter-ECGs were performed at baseline and study day 1. Blood
pressure and ECG were recorded at predose, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24, 48,
and 72 hours after dose. Laboratory parameters were obtained 3, 24, 48,
and 72 hours after dose.
Pharmacodynamic assay for lymphocyte proliferation in whole blood. Proliferation of T cells in whole, anticoagulated blood after phytohemagglutinin ex
vivo stimulation was determined by [3H]-thymidine incorporation. Human
whole blood (20 μl) was supplemented with 180 μl X-Vivo10 medium (BioWhittaker Europe) containing 3.3 mg/ml phytohemagglutinin. In general, 6 replicate wells were prepared. After 48 hours, wells were pulsed with
[3H]-thymidine (1 μCi/well) overnight and radioactivity was measured in a
BETAPLATE Liquid Scintillation Counter (Wallac).

Allergic contact dermatitis in rats
This study was performed according to study protocol MA 58-3260/03,
approved by the Landesregierung Wien, Magistratsabteilung 58, Vienna,
Austria. Sensitization of Crl:CD(SD) rats was initiated with 80 μl 2%
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Table 4
Pharmacokinetic data in skin of psoriasis patients exposed to
multiple doses of AEB071
Dose of AEB071
n
		
100 mg bid
200 mg bid
300 mg bid

3
3
6

Skin concentration
(μM)

Skin/blood
ratio

0.28 ± 0.04
0.87 ± 0.37
3.3 ± 1.8

0.2 ± 0
0.6 ± 0.4
1.1 ± 0.4

Skin biopsies for the determination of AEB071 concentration were taken
at day 14 at 4 hours after dosing. The ratio was calculated using blood
concentration from samples taken at the same time point, i.e., 4 hours
after dose on day 14.
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Stimulation of whole blood and detection of IL2 mRNA. Blood (270 μl) was activated in duplicates with a 30-μl PMA/anti-CD28 cocktail for 6 hours at 37°C/5%
CO2. The final concentration of PMA and anti-CD28 antibody was 14 ng/ml
and 1 μg/ml, respectively. Stimulated blood (200 μl) was incubated with 700 μl
of lysis buffer and subsequently kept at –80°C. Total RNA was extracted
and reverse transcribed to cDNA according to standard procedures. Realtime PCR was performed using ABI Prism 7900HT (Applied Biosystems) in
combination with TaqMan PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems; catalog
no. 4304437). TaqMan assays were available in Applied Biosystems database
and were purchased: GAPDH (catalog Hs99999905_m1) and IL-2 (catalog
Hs00174114_m1). The PCR conditions consisted of one cycle at 50°C for
2 min followed by 1 cycle of denaturation at 95°C for 10 min and 40 cycles
of amplification, a denaturation step at 95°C for 15 s, and an annealing/
elongation step at 60°C for 1 min. A relative quantification of mRNA was
performed using a standard curve for the housekeeping gene (Ambion; catalog no. 7976). The efficiency of the reaction was calculated from the slope
of the standard curve: efficiency = 10 – 1 / slope – 1. Because each dilution
of standard cDNA had a known concentration, the quantity (copy number)
of cDNA in each sample could be determined, according to the CT values.
The normalization of the samples was performed by calculating the ratio of
expression levels of the gene of interest to those of the housekeeping gene.
Study CAEB071A2101 was a 2-week multiple ascending dose, doubleblind placebo-controlled study to evaluate the safety, tolerability, and
pharmacokinetics of twice daily administration of oral AEB071 and to
explore the pharmacodynamics of oral AEB071 in moderate to severe psoriasis patients. The study was conducted at 2 sites, in Vienna, Austria, and
Manchester, United Kingdom, and was approved by the local ethics committees (of the Medical University of Vienna and the Medical University of
Manchester) and health authorities (Bundesministerium für Gesundheit,
Vienna, Austria, and Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency, London, United Kingdom). Patients aged between 18 and 65 years with
stable plaque psoriasis and no other clinically significant abnormalities
were enrolled. Patients were hospitalized for study weeks 1 and 2 and were
further closely monitored as outpatients on a weekly basis during study
weeks 3 and 4. Four consecutive cohorts of 8 patients each were treated
with oral AEB071 for 2 weeks with rising doses (6 patients in each cohort)
or with placebo (2 patients in each cohort). Escalating doses of AEB071 (25,
100, 200, and 300 mg bid) were administered. The start of the next higher
dose level was permitted only after demonstration of tolerability and safety
at the preceding lower dose. Blood pressure, pulse rate, ECG evaluations,
and hematology/blood chemistry laboratory parameters were closely monitored from day –1 and throughout the study period, including the followup period at days 21 and 28. Creatinine clearance was determined at days
–1 and 14. Disease severity was assessed on a weekly basis using PASI (17),
a validated score widely used in clinical research in psoriasis. Skin biopsies
(5 mm) were taken from typical psoriatic plaques from all patients at baseline (day 0), day 7, and day 14 (end of treatment period). Epidermal thickening and the enumeration of CD3+, CD14+, CD15+, CD207+, and Ki-67+ cells
together with a K16 evaluation were analyzed as described previously (46).
Immunohistochemical cytokine staining. Frozen tissue was cut into 5-μm
sections and mounted on capillary gap microscope slides (Dako). To
determine the distribution and the number of IL-1β+ or p40+ cells, single
immunostainings were performed (anti-p40: clone 31052, mIgG1; R&D;
anti–IL-1β: clone 2D8, mIgG1; Abcam). The cryostat sections were air1. Newton, A.C. 2003. Regulation of the ABC kinases
by phosphorylation: protein kinase C as a paradigm.
Biochem. J. 370:361–371.
2. Spitaler, M., and Cantrell, D.A. 2004. Protein kinase
C and beyond. Nat. Immunol. 5:785–790.
3. Guo, B., Su, T.T., and Rawlings, D.J. 2004. Protein
kinase C family functions in B-cell activation. Curr.
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dried for 20 min, fixed in ice-cold acetone for 10 min, and either stained
immediately or stored at –20°C. An additional fixation step was performed
with 2% paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for 5 min. After washing with 0.05% Tween (Bio-Rad Laboratories) in PBS (Gibco), the slides
were blocked with 1% BSA and 0.05% Tween in PBS and, after washing
with 0.05% Tween in PBS, with 5% horse serum and 1% saponine (SigmaAldrich) in PBS to prevent nonspecific protein binding. An IgG1 isotype
monoclonal antibody was used as negative control. To detect the primary
antibody, a biotinylated horse anti-mouse IgG (Vector Laboratories) followed by incubation with avidin-peroxidase was used. For visualization
of the positively stained cells, 0.01% 3-amino-9-ethyl-carbazol in 50 mM
acetate buffer (pH 5, 0.015% H2O 2.5% dimethylformamide) was used as
chromogen. Sections were counterstained with hematoxylin.

Pharmacokinetic assessments
For the single-dose study in healthy volunteers, blood samples were obtained
prior to dose and 0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 36, 48, 72, and
96 hours after dose. For the psoriasis study, blood samples were obtained
before dose and 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 12 hours after the morning dose on day 1
and day 14. Cmin levels were also determined before the first morning dose
on days 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12. A skin biopsy was taken from a typical psoriatic
lesion from all patients on day 14 approximately 4 hours after the morning dose. AEB071 concentrations were analyzed by LC/MS with a limit of
quantitation of 3 ng/ml (blood) and 12 ng/g (skin). Pharmacokinetics data
analysis was conducted using a standard non-compartmental approach,
and parameters were derived using WinNonlin 5.0 software (Pharsight).

Statistics
In the single-dose study, the pharmacodynamic evaluations were summarized by means of descriptive statistics. The percent inhibition of lymphocyte proliferation and IL2 mRNA expression compared with baseline was
similarly summarized. In the multiple-dose study, the percent inhibition
compared with baseline in the PASI score was analyzed by means of a linear
mixed-effect model adjusted for the baseline level, the treatment group,
the study day, and the study day–by–treatment group interaction. For each
AEB071 dose, the estimate for the mean difference versus placebo (and
associated 95% CI) was obtained from the model at each week. The change
from baseline in skin histology endpoints was analyzed similarly. Baseline
levels were compared with post-baseline levels using a 2-tailed paired t test
at a 5% significance level. The incidence of AEs was also summarized.
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